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I do not know how many times a day I keep hearing from every goyim out there that 'they are
free' and that 'they can do whatever they want', and that they have 'rights' and that above all,
thank ___Insert name of kike persona here____ that we are not slaves anymore.
I will explain you some matters in the simplest way possible. In the 1950's in America you could
get a house or become a land owner with just about a thousand bucks. The same was the case
in any other place in the world. This was definitely an amount you could easily accumulate as
even the lowest job out there would generate you more than enough to buy a house without a
loan. Land ownership is the beginning of someone growing financial freedom. This is why you
have the baby boomers who have money and they got any job they wanted with literally zero
knowledge about their jobs. This escalated to where the baby boomers are actually now in their
70's and the pensioners, who actually, do still control the financial system and it's flows. This is
because they own everything. Trump is one example here, and many other jews.
Now the situation is different. The same house that costed 1000$, 50 years before, now costs a
minimum of 100,000$ to buy. Or let's say 250,000$. The yearly gains of an average family do
not exceed 25,000$ in many cases. Economists love to shill for kikes and say all sorts of crap
that it's because people are stupid and worthless, so they cannot make more money. This is
exactly what the jew does, they constantly attack the victim and victimize them further. This is
also a frequent argument for poor countries, but it's frequently used to victimize people in 'rich'
countries, who can hardly buy a pair of shoes for their kids as their feet grows.
When it comes to those that steal however such as inhuman taxes, the economist always sees
logic in these numbers, especially if they are 42, 6, 72, or 6,000,000, same as the amount of
lampshades burned in WW2. They are instructed to always see sense of these matters is
universities. For economists and the money hawks, it's great that families cannot buy medicine
for their children. It makes absolute sense that native populations cannot have more than 2 kids
in their own countries, and how hordes come and have 15 spawns for which are paid through
the taxes of the innocent. It all makes total sense to them.
And it makes sense because the jew to progress in the next generation of their stealing demand
this: 17 stateless, countryless, highly educated children, without any identity. So any situation
that produces the useful slaves, the economist sees in a virtual form of money, as 'clicking' with
the 'demands' of economy. As to the black hole that creates these 'demands', the economist
calls it 'the market', or a mysterious entity that is seldom understood by most economists. But
we will just call it 'the jews bottomless asshole of demands' to understand how the desires are
shaped. They are just the appetites of the jews at the top, and what their requirments are to
build Zion in the future. If 17 slaves are required, then that's it, bring the migrants in so we can
have 17 slaves to build our temple, and give some 'reasoning' to the goyim about 'economics'
which seldom makes sense to shut up. And that's it.
And this is the reality, the general populace is in poverty, they just do not understand what true
wealth is, so they do not understand poverty either. One example is how every teenager is put
in with the loan sharks to get a 'loan' in order to study, but the condition is simple: Slave to pay
it. One doesn't slave directly, but they slave in a company or elsewhere, which many people call

"Work", but it's only "Work" when the conditions are decent, and in many cases this is not the
same. Ask how many people like their job and you will understand what the case is here.
Now at the present point in economy to do any sort of initiative, you have to go and get yourself
lended money from other people. "Savings", which were the basis of the financial infrastructure
in the 20th century, does not exist anymore. Savings are impossible to make. People in average
make just enough to buy a piece of food a day and two things for their fridge every single day.
This situation people also call 'freedom'. The people who can buy a couple things for their fridge
are around 90% of the population, with 7% of the population being a bit higher, and 3%, the
jews, owning the whole planet 50 times over by the illogical numbers on which economies today
are created.
People essentially only work to survive. Work compromises half of a man's day, the other half is
sleep. This system hardly allows any space to humans to look out of this. This system also
gives profits to parasites, and distributes wealth in illogical manner anymore. See for example,
many people that don't work, have 10 children, and the state lives them, yet, the working
classes cannot have more than 2 children without thinking they will financially collapse. There
are countries where national welfare is higher than the monthly payment of a worker at this
point. All of this is because the jews want to favor specific types of people and groups of people
in this planet, one in all countries, the parasites above all.
Economists in general like to justify and say that every kike on the planet has it's wealth for
good reason. Or that it's all justified somehow. They also love to say that bringing third world
prisoners from pathetic regions where stealing and crime is the daily law, and they claim it's to
do very great for this world's economy and revitalize it. Then they go into a deliberate analysis
to claim that this situation is normal, but it's not. This is a state of permanent inflation. Actually
economy has just transformed into all these alien numbers that seldom have to do with the real
wealth of nations and how much people work in a said country.
I'll explain you why they do this: Need for more, cheaper, and dumber slaves. The european or
american slave is not enough to usher the world in to the next point in development. The whole
world is required.
If the rapist and plunderer of Africa for 20 centuries, the jew, Africans assume suddenly grew a
heart to let them come to the 'promised land' for no bargain, you will see for yourself in the next
decades where this situation leads.
They also love to say that the financial reality of today is different from slavery. What does a
slave do? Work for food and little to nothing else. What do most people in developed White
countries do? Without loans, all you do, is work for your food, and that's it. The average daily
wage in Europe is like 17$, whereas Macdonalds costs 10$ for a grown man to eat.
Have you paid attention to your electricity, water, and other bills? If you observe the bill and
read the notes, you will see some interesting things. I have checked my own bills many times
and have seen "42$ tax", "6$ extra for X organization" and all sorts of other shit. In a 500$ bill,
you will see, 200$ electricity used, and 300$ taxes, and wages from slavers who reside in all
places of the state or your company, where nothing is explained. This is clearly slavery. In the
same way the 'evil slavers of the past' came down in the horses on villages to threaten

individuals with death, the same threat exists today, and it's the threat of death. This is the
invisible hand of the jewish government choking the working classes to death.
If you pay close attention, the only people that have some money now are the baby boomer
generation mentioned above. This is because after WW2, the jews were scared shitless, and
they fed this generation quite well. They let economy flourish for a while. Now, the millenial
generation is going to be a poverty ridden generation, with the gap of the middle class being
shrunk and shrunk even more. This is deliberate, as leaders of next generations rise from the
middle and middle-lower socio-economic class. This is the class that doesn't have a lot of
money, but enough to get by, and here are born idealists, rather than the poverty ridden people
who just go after the loaf of bread, and the rich people who only waste their wealth and time on
random vagina, or bragging about their perfumes in many cases.
The middle class is the foundation of freedom of every nation. And when the baby boomers and
those born in the 60's and 50's give out and die, we will have poverty ridden generations
coming. You will see this. It's already being shaped, and student loans and all sorts of other
slavery wages are parts of this.

Then you have necessities that constantly rise such as PhD requirements to flip MacDonalds
burgers, and an infinite pool of migrants that are told they are coming to the 'promised lands',
and angry they flip burgers for 100 times a better life than the life they had, but 10 times minus
than what the jew promised them, are gonna get angry, and resort back in knocking the normal
people for it. So when these get too many, they will, as they do now, refuse to work, ask for the
heaven on earth while doing nothing, and keep coming in until the point we will turn into
Pakistan with some temples some now gone White Race made back in time, where we had
ideals such as a strong middle class, which will be a sweet memory nobody will understand
anymore since we will extinct. And this will be the history of humanity if nothing is done right
now with a lot of force.
Of course, a few people will not be in this condition, but the generation in general will be. The
burden of life feels, and is too heavy for these generations. This generation has baby boomer
generation needs x10, and income capability -x100 of the baby boomers. So these people can
put a roof above their heads they have to get loans definitely.
The muddening of the West is not happening because the jew's heart shines for the Black
hoards that escape Nigerian Prisons to come to Europe, nor because they appreciate their
rapping skills. It happens simply because they need poor people, and to keep injecting poor
people in the developed world so they can have workers. So they will not have worker
revolutions in the future where wages will keep and keep dropping all the way down to poverty.
In this way the jew takes the few rich whites with him, as the Capitalist only understands to pay
instead of 25$ a day to a worker, 23$, and sees this as a wonderful improvement, so they can
buy more gum with the next 2$. They do not understand they are effectively ruining the whole
planet by playing this dangerous game.
Taxation, in some cases and in some countries, goes as far as 50% of all money one gains,
especially if one finds themselves in the higher spectrum. Essentially in the case of 30,000$,
one pays 15,000$ to the government. This money becomes many useful things apparently,

such as let's say, free dentists for migrants, free houses for migrants, and teenage sex whores
for Merkel's rotting pussy. 200$ or 2% out of this go to the German military, for example. If one
breaks down national spending they see the same situation all over in all countries, more or
less, the people in power steal incessantly - the stealing ranges from each country. There are
also the funny bunches of people who say that other people are poor because they are stupid,
as if some individuals on this planet such as Migos are really intelligent beings, and therefore,
have their money as a relation to their intelligence. But this is unrelated.
If one's 15,000$ were going for orphanages and feeding the poor, or advancing the healing
sector, people would have to be mentally fucked up to object this. But it's all going to absolute
nowhere, it's just being stolen.
As I stated above the muddening of the West is a well thought plan to take all rights away. The
younger native populations will be poor incels or at best high wage, high stress, slaves, while,
all the invaders will keep replacing the locals in jobs due to migrant status and demanding less
money which is still heavenly compared to what they have in their home nations. This is the first
level, and this is the carrot. Nobody is seeing the hole in which the civilizations will fall when this
carrot is chased.
This process will only last up to a decade, after which Whites will be left jobless for not wanting
to participate in the labor market or for their life to be impossible to be supported by the working
system. In 10 years time in London, where there will be only Pisslamics with a well fed tummy,
the governments will start strangulating more and more the rights of the people, which after all,
many pisslamic people actually want done. To them it's a riddle why we don't worship the jewish
egregore in Europe anymore, under a different name, and they are ready to kill to impose this.
This will come naturally to them that the strangulation of all rights, and turning the whole world
to a shithole, is actually great progression. They are complaining why they cannot beat their
women in the streets like animals, so them returning to the animal state will only seem normal.
With giving citizenship status to these foreigners, and jobs, the enemy will give them food and
rights, and this will effectively just give them any nation without the people in the said nation be
able to do anything. This will replace the native populations demographically which will keep
retreating and retreating until they are a minority. This is why democracy is important right now
and the enemy raves for it, because these goyim are destined to vote to steal the nations and
hand these over directly to the jews.
When this replacement will happen, the jew will have the open ground to instate strangulating
measures in freedom, which many people by this time will also want.
This is already there. People go to jail for being 'racist' in twitter. Kids have their doors busted
down for writting mean things online. All this in the same Great Britain that won a change for the
world by people assembling in the streets and asking for a better world. Now to even think about
such has become a crime.
Unless you're a mudslime who wants to rape people and wants to impose Jihad as the ultimate
aim of your existence, and Sadiq Khan is your prophet. Then you have all rights to do anything
you want.

Then the jews will start victimizing people in all nations, very, very hard in all frontiers, and in
particular, the financial frontier, way harder than today. Uniqueness will give in, in a planet
where 15 billion goyim exist, and you can find a replacement slave for anything that you want.
This is the aim to destroy the middle class of Whites which has been a blister in the jewish ass
intellectually and otherwise until now.
The victimized hordes will have nothing in common, nor the intelligence or social cohesion to
revolt against the jews. What exactly is going to rise up, an army of overweights, mulatto, incel
whites, and random chinese restaurant owners? Physical revolt, amongst people who are too
diverse and are all communally looking for their own asses, in reality, will be impossible to
organize, let alone pull out. The rainbow dreams will all collapse in this civilization. Then slowly
this situation will turn into a worldwide system of gulags and workers, colorless, cultureless, and
who knows, even microchipped.
Also, the good African machette will not work on these slavers of the future. They will have
robots and other things to defend them, and the masses will no longer matter to them. We are
closing in past this point. Technology will nullify the fear of the 'people' and the 'masses'.
The Gods try to save us from this destiny. I believe we will be able to avert it. This is why you
must not look only in the now, but look in the future too, or we will genuinely be fucked as a
planet.
To explain, the situation going on financially now is just a carrot on the stick situation to move
into the next stage of financial reality which is Communism, USSR style. There are still people
who have enough money and their money matters enough (as a whole) to resist this. When
these will be out of the way, the enemy will be able to move freely. Because this could not be
normally achieved, they fill the developed countries with the people necessary for them to
enslave and rally against the natives. These people will also be swindled hard when they have
served past their time.
Everyone knows a stupid person who has a lot of money, and this is because money is
distributed to the stupid in more than one ways, to keep the system in check. The jews don't see
money they see life points they distribute to the goyim of this system. As to how this is done it's
simple to observe it. The chuches are filled with donations from guillible and individuals
threatened by the jews, to name one example. Another example is that every person on earth
has their money somewhere else, or namely, into a bank. The beginning theory of Capitalism is
that your money is not yours if it's not readily available to take and use at any time. Capitalists, if
it's to shill for kikes, forget the values of their beginnings and their theories. So the case now is
that this money is in a bank or 'safe storage' which essentially, safe as it is, bets it and loans it
randomly to anyone else, or sells the money to the highest bidder. Banks, or jews, do own all
the wealth, even the wealth that many people assume is in a bank.
Capitalists like to also pretend they are against 'government theft', but the banks are always the
right hand of the government. One example is how the government can command banks to stop
giving money to citizens, or keep tabs and drag money out of accounts for whatever use it
considers proper. Anyone who has had their taxes dragged from the bank directly, or had a
bank lock, will understand that this is the case. The money does not belong to you in any way.

In closing do not spend time contemplating why people are poor. This is because the system is
created in such a way, and because people need to be worked in particular, so they can
produce. However we have reached a point in the jewtrix where the demands of the jews at the
top are getting higher and higher, such as needing 4 degrees to flip burgers nowadays.
These are not going to cease either in the present system simply because the jews have gained
total power by putting everyone's faith in money, which has made them gods since they kept
accumulating and stealing it. The money the jewish system has accumulated and how it
presents it is fully fake at this point. For whatever reason, Zuckerberg has the money to buy 10
European countries all the way over, and enough to enslave every citizen, because he created
a website for people.
The creation of the town and its empowerment in contrast to the village gave power to money
that is of life and death. In Hitler's time towns were only equal or lower to the villages, which
essentially meant, that even if people were financially attacked, they could still go plant potatoes
to survive, and there would still be a well to drink from. This is why Hitler wanted to create the
farmer and the worker in power, and not corporate entities, because they always jew the
population.
Of course the world never understood Hitler's financial saving and granting of freedom to the
people, and they always praise the imaginary structures of Rabbi Marx that have people to
slave daily for 14 hours for a piece of a loaf of bread, when you produce 100 loafs of bread for
the jew a day (Communism). Then the other system they praise is the one of the 10 hours a day
for 2 loafs of bread, while you produce 100 loafs for the jew (Capitalism). Now people are like
trapped rats that require bills to survive, and the jews know the power of these bills, which make
humans do absolutely anything simply because these are survival points at this time.
We are in the jewtrix, make no mistake about it, and the only way out is to make this jewtrix
drop. Uranus in Taurus is a good time to do this, so spam the RTR's and change will be
manifested.
The good news is there is the power to bring down the Jewtrix and exist properly in the future.
So we must do this now, without bending, and without any delays.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Irrespectively of where this world is going, we have to look into two objectives:
Our own wellbeing,
The world's wellbeing, aka doing the spiritual warfare, and the social work necessary to bring
change.
Do not forget the above. It's crucial.
The Gods will assist people who are serious in the two higher objectives.
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Cacique Satanás wrote:It was interesting to notice how in my university during an
economic-banking master class there was a Jew monitoring the session.
In my university we have never learned the history of banking and it's origins...maybe they do
not teach of it due to the Jewish role and how their system ruined nations.We are just taught
that money comes from certain entity,this entity stores the money and this money is paid by
goyim workers, our banking classes are CLOSE to what you explained in this sermon.

It's all the same because all of our nations are enslaved by kikes. The idea of the present
banking system was created by jews in the 15th century to steal all the wealth of all nations and
keep it in their own hands.
It's the same in all countries on earth.
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At the turn of the 20th century a Harvard education cost four hundred dollars per year. The
average working person made at least two thousand dollars a year. You could obtain a Ivy
League education and move up as a working man. Today its over forty thousand dollars per
semester. And from reports you have to basically bribe your way in with millions of dollars
donation to the school. This is done so only the Jews get the positions in higher society as they
took Harvard over from the inside and with money. The book "The Big Test" stated the Jew tutor
for Jews writing the entry test to Harvard would give parties for the students that just wrote it
where the price of enter was one of the questions on the entry test. The Jews cheated their way
into Harvard like everywhere else. Then they fucking cheat you out of a future.

There was a major movement the Green Backers in America in the 1870's that were trying to
get an end the private Jewish banks that had been created in America that were causing the
Depression of the 1870's. President Garfield upon his election came out in support of this
movement to end debt based currency and create a proper economy he was murdered by the
Tribe. For trying to save America.
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This capitalism was formalized in Northern Holland by Jews and their Protestant Shabbos
Goyim. Its based on the Torah. Scholars on the subject freely admit Capitalism is of a total
Judaic origin and ideology.
Today people keep saying "That's not real Capitalism" well gentlemen it is real Capitalism. If you
go back and study the history of Capitalism and its seven hundred years its always been this
real Capitalism. So now what.
The first workers revolt was in Italy in the 14th century. Not in 1848 or 1871.

